www.petfriendlywa.com.au
Pet Friendly WA is a community of small tourism operators across WA, assisting
each other to generate bookings with no commission. Become a part of the very
successful Pet Friendly WA website and it will ensure your business is attracting
maximum exposure on the internet by driving more traffic to your own Website that
will generate more bookings for you!
Pet Friendly WA forms a part of the Tourist Radio website which operates stations in the South West, the
website is promoted on those stations and on printed tourism literature. Western Tourist Radio is designed
to assist visitors to plan their WA holiday by building a community of local tourism businesses.

“Pet Friendly WA is specifically designed for pet friendly accommodation providers. It is Western
Australia’s most successful independent website portal for pet friendly accommadation in
WA, that will guarantee your website will dramatically get more visitors”

“Become a part of the very successful Pet Friendly WA website and it will
ensure your business is attracting maximum exposure on the internet”
COSTS
Pay No Commission fees – only $99/year to
join if you have a link on your website back
to Tourist Radio. Providing a link your own
website back to www.petfriendlywa.com.au
will help your community and assists visitors
to plan their WA holiday.

“www.petfriendlywa.com.au
is your one stop shop to pet
friendly accommodation in WA.“

See the benefits for yourself:
“Since joining a couple of years ago, your web site has provided us with a steady stream of enquiries
and many of these have turned into bookings for our business. We constantly measure hits on our
web site to determine their origin and the Tourist Radio web site has performed consistently…..
It exceeds the performance of far larger, so called specialist, web sites that we are also linked to.
I believe that the results we enjoy are the result of your web site providing the right information and
environment for the people using it. This is exactly what we hope for with our listings on external web
sites.”
Sue and Matthew, Sunnyhurst Chalets
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